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WILLIAM CAMPAIGNS 
FOR THE PRESIDENT 
Will.l.Am from the Black Eyed 
Peas will be in Bowling Green 
to help campaign for President 
Obama on Monday at 4 p.m. 
at 123 E. Court St. 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Student Government looks to train 
new senators at monthly sessions 
By Emily Gordon 
Reporter 
Undergraduate Student 
Government will host a "pro- 
fessional development day" 
Monday to teach new members 
the basics of their positions and 
to reinforce the same ideas for 
seasoned members. 
This will be the first profes- 
sional development day for USG, 
said Melissa Dzienny, speaker of 
the senate. 
Dzienny said she came up with 
the idea to hold a profession- 
al development day in order to 
teach new senators things they 
need to know right off the bat, 
instead of having them learn as 
they go. 
This year's senate has first year 
members in residence areas, off- 
campus and at-large positions, 
she said. 
The day will also allow sea- 
soned senators to brush up on 
the important details they need 
to know, she said. 
"It's really 
beneficial 
to have a strong 
senate." 
Melissa Dzienny | Speaker 
"This day will give members 
the opportunity to go in-depth 
on the main points," Dzienny 
said. "It's really beneficial to 
have a strong senate." 
The professional development 
day will consist of three sessions 
for members to attend, said Alex 
Solis, president of USG. 
Veteran members will lead the 
sessions, which will explain sen- 
ate etiquette, how to write reso- 
lutions and how to converse with 
administrators, he said. 
While Mondays are usu- 
ally reserved for USG General 
USG 
ELECTION 
BRIEF 
Students must register 
to vote by Oct. 9 
Ohioans have until this Tuesday. Oft ° to 
register to vote (or election day on New 6 
Students can register on campus at the 
Office of Service-Learning at 515 University Hall 
Registrants must be US citizens. 18 years 
old by the New 6 election day and a resident of 
Ohio for at least 30 days immediately before 
election day. accordmg to voter guide by Ohio 
Secretary of State Jon Husted. 
The balot will cover several political races, 
including the presidential election. US Senate 
and House of Representatives, and for Wood 
County commissioners Many other local and 
state issues will also be on the balot 
For more information on how and where 
to register to vote, call the Office of Service- 
Learning at 419-372-9865 or e-mail at commu- 
nityserwce@bgsuedu 
DOOR- ■ STOP 
WHAT ARE YOU THINKING? 
What do you 
think of the future 
residence hall 
policy? Tweet at 
(s>The_BG_News 
and let us know. 
DID YOU KNOW? 
Falcon Heights and 
Centennial Hall were 
built with this policy in 
mind. Students can only 
enter the two buildings by 
walking past a front desk. 
WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU 
By fall 2013 students will only be able to access 
their residence halls through entrances that 
guide them past the front desks. For example, 
in Founders Residence Hall six doors of the 
building's eight doors total will close, leaving 
two doors open for students. 
Residence Life to change halls to 
'single points of entry' by fall 2013 
R«n«« Swallow 
Reporter 
Security is tightening at the University as residence 
halls are changing their policy toward building 
entrances and exits. 
Some halls, such as Founders and Offenhauer, allow 
students to come in and out through any door they 
choose. This will change once the Single Point of Entry 
policy, which states students can only enter and exit 
residence halls through one door, goes into effect. 
"The reason for this new policy is for safety and secu- 
rity reasons. Everyone who comes and goes will have to 
pass by the front desk, which has a RA sitting there 24/7," 
said Sarah Waters, director of Residence Life. 
The policy was meant to go into effect for all residence 
halls at the beginning of the 2012-2013 school year, but 
there were some complications during renovations. 
"We're trying to make it so the traditional halls mirror 
Centennial Hall and Falcon Heights, which are currently 
the only halls with the single point of entry." Waters said. 
However, the upgrades became drawn out because 
the wiring was not correct in the older buildings for the 
installation of equipment, such as security cameras, 
See SECURITY | Page 2 
Students can find healthier 
bites to eat around town 
Restaurants offer city residents different options 
LIQUID GLASS 
Btidj>t Mandyult 
Reporter 
Restaurants around town offer 
customers healthy food options 
that don't sacrifice taste. 
Eating healthy can be hard 
when Bowling Green is known 
for it's vast number of pizza 
eateries. For those looking for 
healthy alternatives without 
emptying their pockets, there 
are a number of places that offer 
nutritious options. Jimmy John's 
offers lettuce as a bread alterna- 
tive to all their sandwiches called 
an "unwich." Jimmy John's web- 
site's nutritional information 
page lets users compare calo- 
ries and shows that getting an 
unwich can take off almost 350 
calories. Skipping the mayo can 
also take off almost 200 calories 
and 20 grams of fat. 
"The unwich is pretty popu- 
lar with those on a low carb 
diet," said John, Jimmy John's 
manager. 
Pita Pit gives customers an 
alternative to pitas by getting 
a salad instead. Their website 
provides nutritional informa- 
tion as well. 
Mary Stoner, a Pita Pit employ- 
ee, said the store is vegetarian 
and vegan friendly. The cooks 
do not use oil, the food is grilled 
See HEALTHY | Page 8 
rftwBAItKAN I THE BG NEWS 
JILL ALLEN, graduate student (left) and Rebecca Szparagonski. senior (tight), work on a glass piece together in the Fine Am Center on Sunday night 
FALCONS GO THE DISTANCE 
The Falcons dominated the second half against Akron 
holding the zips to just 4-yards of offense in the third 
quarter. The win gives BG its 500th win in school 
history. Read a recap of the game and find out howlhe 
team is preparing for the next game. | PAGE 3 
FROM TALK TO TEXT 
Have something to say? Forum 
Editor Stephen Reed explains 
why he thinks it is important to 
maintain your personality while 
texting and messaaging. | PAGE 4 
WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU WOULD HAVE DONE DURING BREAK? 
"I wish I would have went to one of 
those haunted com mazes." 
Brian Finley 
Senior, Aviation Management 
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BLOTTER 
WED., OCT. 3 
11:40 A.M. 
Complainant reported that 
around 7 p.m. Tuesday, 
several males exited a gray 
vehicle and assaulted him 
near Kenwood Avenue and 
Sandridge Road. 
12:22 P.M. 
Samantha Leigh Avena. 19. 
of Merrick. NY. was cited for 
misrepresentation to obtain 
alcohol within the 100 block 
of N. Main St 
1:05 P.M. 
Complainant reported that a 
garbage can was taken within 
the 400 block of W. Wooster 
St. 
3:50 P.M. 
Elizabeth Anne Woodruff. 
19. of Bowling Green, was 
arrested for theft/shoplifting 
and criminal damaging at 
Walmart. She was lodged in 
the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
11:07 P.M. 
Michiko Saiki. 25. and Zachary 
M. Seely. 24. both of Bowling 
Green, were cited for open 
container of alcohol within the 
500 block of Conneaut Ave. 
11:55 P.M. 
Joshua William Guy. 25. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for open container at Lot 6 
downtown. 
THURS., OCT. 4 
3:09 A.M. 
Subject was warned for 
disorderly conduct after 
allegedly proposing to his 
girlfriend in the nude within 
the 300 block of Campbell 
Hill Road. 
5:50 A.M. 
Kody Michael Burlingame. 
age not provided, of Bowling 
Green, was cited for disor- 
derly conduct at Lot E. 
7:01A.M. 
Kaitlyn L Nemeth. 21. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
possession of marijuana and 
possession of drug parapher- 
nalia within the 900 block of 
Fourth St. 
10:58 A.M. 
Complainant reported that a 
check for $312.65 was drafted 
from her account at Glass 
City Federal Credit Union 
within the 1000 block of 
Chauncey Lane. 
12:02 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a ring was stolen from her 
apartment within the 300 
block of Derby Ave. 
2:06 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime aftei Monday, an 
unknown person ripped a 
mailbox off a wall within the 
200 block of S. Mercer Road. 
The estimated damage is 
$300 
4:22 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime during the night. 
an unknown subject broke 
off a driver's side mirror of a 
vehicle within the 700 block 
of Third St. The estimated 
damage is $200 
9:45 P.M. 
Eric A. Meek. 40. of Toledo, 
was arrested on a failure 
to appear warrant from 
Perrysburg Township. He was 
lodged in the Wood County 
Justice Center. 
11:47 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime between 10 p.m 
and 11 p.m.. an unknown per- 
son broke the back window 
of a vehicle within the 100 
block of E. Court St. The 
estimated damage is $300 
11:57 P.M. 
Charles M. Florence. 23. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
no operator's license within 
the 1200 block of N. Main 
St. Autumn Hope Herrig. 18. 
of Bowling Green, was cited 
for possession of marijuana. 
Hannah Joann Culley. 22; 
and Craig Lamar Gibson. 22. 
both of Bowling Green, were 
cited for open container. 
FRI, OCT. 5 
1:47 A.M. 
James Darnell Nickson. 31. of 
Perrysburg. Ohio, was cited 
for open container within the 
100 block of N. Main St 
2:22 A.M. 
Taylor Lloyd Keel. 21, of 
Defiance. Ohio, was arrested 
for disorderly conduct/ 
unable to care for self within 
the 700 block of Fifth St. 
He was lodged in the Wood 
County Justice Center. 
2:44 A.M. 
Kyle A. MacDonald. 24. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired, 
crossing marked lanes and 
failure to maintain reasonable 
control within the 300 block 
of E. Wooster St. 
954 A.M. 
Miguel G  Lopez. 54. of 
Monmouth. III., was arrested 
for disorderly conduct/ 
unable to care for self 
within the 1600 block of E. 
Wooster St. He was lodged 
in the Wood County Justice 
Center 
9:51 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a pothole blew two tires of a 
vehicle within the 1200 block 
of N. Main St. The estimated 
damage is $800. 
1003 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a pothole damaged two tires 
and nms of a vehicle within 
the 1200 block of N. Mam 
St The estimated damage 
is $600 
SAT, OCT. 6 
12:51A.M. 
Brandyn R. Paullm. 19. of. 
Lima. Ohio, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired 
and no headlights at night 
within the 200 block of E. 
Court St 
1:15 A.M. 
Cody Dominic Yonis. 19. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for prohibited acts within the 
300 block of N. Enterprise 
St. He allegedly had a New 
York ID 
119 A.M. 
Jacob D. Dickmann. 24. 
of West Unity. Ohio, and 
Corey Michael Gerken. 22. 
of Ridgeville Corners. Ohio. 
were cited for open con- 
tainer within the 200 block of 
N. Church St. 
207 A.M. 
Francisco Garnica. 59. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired 
and left of center near North 
Prospect and East Court 
^ticcts 
214 A.M. 
Bobby i .'6, of 
Cotton1 
cited for open container in a 
motoi vehicle within the 500 
block of Conneaut Ave. 
k ONLINE: .■   , com foe the complete blot: 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual 
errors If you think sn error has 
been made, call The BG News 
at 419-372-6966. 
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RYAN BARK AN 
ASHLEIGH ROTHROCK, junior, rolls an ink roller over a relief print Sunday night 
in the Fine Arts Center 
FRESH 
SECURITY 
From Page 1 
Wafers said. 
"If needed to he re-eval- 
uated and re-planned." 
Waters said. 
By the time the oldei 
buildings    were    ready, 
!   school had  started and 
! the project had to be 
pushed back to tlic begin- 
ning of foil 2013. 
Systems will be updat- 
ed, exit doors will be 
alarmed and security 
Cameras will be installed, 
forcing the use of single 
point entry in all resi- 
dence halls. 
With the future changes 
i originally scheduled for 
this fall, Waters expected 
a lot of questions from 
I   students, especially from 
USG 
From Page 1 
Assembly meetings, Solis 
said no meeting was can- 
celed in order to hosl the 
professional development 
day. "We only have (leneral 
Assembly meetings three 
out of the four Mondays a 
month." Solis said. 
If a month has five 
Mondays, there will only 
be four meetings that 
month, he said. 
"The professional devel- 
opment day fills what 
would have been a free 
day," Solis said. 
Ben Goldsberry, inter- 
nal affairs chair, said he 
thinks   the   professional 
"I like being 
able to go in the 
door that 
leads right to my 
room." 
Alii Brown | Sophomore 
those who are returning 
to campus after not hav- 
ing the single point of 
entry policy. 
Dominic Serini, a 
freshman thai i urrently 
lives in Centennial with 
the policy, said, "It's a 
necessary thing to have, 
but it's inconvenient." 
Sophomores Ambet 
Dudley and Alii Brown, 
who live in Conklin and 
Founders    Hall,    agree 
With    Serini    about    the 
polii y 
"I like being able 
to go in the door thai 
leads right 10 my loom." 
Brown ■•.lii! 
"It's guild to have other 
exits for safetj reasons, 
If you're running late to 
class, to keep other exits 
hum crowding and stuff 
like ihat." Dudley added. 
"Bui there areadvanta 
to it like safety/1 
While some students 
seem opposed TO the new 
policy, mainly because 
of i in onvenience, 
Residence 1 ife is taking 
all student com ems into 
consideration. 
"Convenience is impor- 
tant," said Waters, and 
we're trying to take 
everything nun consider 
ation tin itudents." 
"I'm really excited 
to see how much 
this benefits the 
senate." 
Ben Goldsberry | 
Internal affairs chair 
development day will be 
a great use of what would 
have otherwise been free 
time for USG members, 
Goldsberry will be lead- 
ing the etiquette session 
during which new mem- 
bers and veteran mem- 
bers will learn or re-learn 
simple concepts of senate 
etiquette, he said. 
Goldsberry    said     he 
thinks  the   professional 
development day will he a 
"check-up" to benefit sea 
soned members of USG. 
"Sometimes, there may 
be senators who are slack- 
ing." he said. "This gives 
them an easy way to cor- 
rect themselves without 
being singled out and 
embarrassed,  lie said. 
Goldsben y said he is 
really looking forward 
to seeing how the pro- 
fessional development 
day goes, 
"It's really important 
to make sine we're still 
doing what we're doing," 
Goldsberry said. "I'm 
really excited to see how 
much this benefits the 
senate." 
VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC. 
33 Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
Available for 2013-2014 
WE HAVE UNITS READY 
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY! 
Listings Available On-Line 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
319 E. Wooster Street. Bouting Oreen, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday - S:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:011 
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Monday. October 8.201? 5 
a tale of two halves 
Falcons defeat Akron 24-10 for first back-to-back wins since early this past season. 
By Ethan Eattarwood 
Sports Editor 
The Falcons dominated the second half to defeat Akron 24-10 Saturday for theil 
500th win in school history. 
This is the first MAC win for the Falcons and their first back-to-back win since 
the start of their 2011 season. The Falcons now move to 3-3 with a 1-1 record in the 
MAC:, as well as to a school record of 500-349-51 in 41 seasons. 
The entire first half seemed all Akron as they dominated the game with 2Hn yards 
of offense and 10 points, all while the Falcons had gained just 150 and struggled 
with consistency. 
"The problem was the defense we thought they were going to play wasn't the 
defense they played in the first half," said light end Alex Bayer. 
As the second half started, the Falcons immediately found their offense as they 
drove 78 yards for Anthon Samuel 4 yard rushing touchdown 
The defense held Akron to a 3-and-out the following drive and followed it 
up with a 26-yard field goal kicked l>y Stephan stein to tie the game   I his was 
Stein's lirst field goal of the season,   lie would l;iti-1 nits- a 24-) npi in 
the fourth quarter. 
I rom there on it was ail Bi I,   I he Fall mis had 22H yards in the third quai tet as 
Akron was held tojustfoui  Akron would be held tojust 36 in the entire second half. 
DU notice, out defense is ranked kind of high too," Head Coach Dave < Ian sun 
said.  We i halli i fense against the numbei one offense in theconferent e 
with our number one It ense. It was a matchup that we had to win and I th nl can 
See FOOTBALL Page 7 
FILE PHOTO        -B0 NEWS f HE PH010 
MATT SCHILZ, quarterback threw (or 180 yards and two touchdowns, all in the second half o( the Fakons victory ALEX BAYER, tight end had two touchdowns and a career-best 94-yards and live receptions :ncliifl4ncj OP# oft 
on 
FIRS ;T HALF SECOND HALF TOTAL 
322           472 
80             36              316 
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BLOTTER 
WED., OCT. 3 
11:40 A.M. 
Complainant reported that 
around 7 p.m. Tuesday. 
several males exited a gray 
vehicle and assaulted him 
near Kenwood Avenue and 
Sandridge Road. 
12:22 P.M. 
Samantha Leigh Avena. 19. 
of Merrick, NY. was cited for 
misrepresentation to obtain 
alcohol within the 100 block 
of N. Main St. 
1:05 P.M. 
Complainant reported that a 
garbage can was taken within 
the 400 block of W Wooster 
St. 
3:50 P.M. 
Elizabeth Anne Woodruff. 
19, of Bowling Green, was 
arrested for theft/shoplifting 
and criminal damaging at 
Walmart. She was lodged in 
the Wood County Justice 
Center. 
11:07 P.M. 
Michiko Saiki, 25. and Zachary 
M. Seely. 24. both of Bowling 
Green, were cited for open 
container of alcohol within the 
500 block of Conneaut Ave. 
11:55 PM. 
Joshua William Guy. 25. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for open container at Lot 6 
downtown. 
THURS., OCT. 4 
3:09 A.M. 
Subject was warned for 
disorderly conduct after 
allegedly proposing to his 
girlfriend in the nude within 
the 300 block of Campbell 
Hill Road. 
350 A.M. 
Kody Michael Burlingame. 
age not provided, of Bowling 
Green, was cited for disor- 
derly conduct at Lot E. 
701 A.M. 
Kaitlyn L. Nemeth. 21. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
possession of marijuana and 
possession of drug parapher- 
nalia within the 900 block of 
Fourth St. 
10:58 A.M. 
Complainant reported that a 
check for $512.65 was drafted 
from her account at Glass 
City Federal Credit Union 
within the 1000 block of 
Chauncey Lane. 
12:02 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a ring was stolen from her 
apartment within the 300 
block of Derby Ave. 
2:06 PM. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime after Monday, an 
unknown person ripped a 
mailbox off a wall within the 
200 block of S Mercer Road. 
The estimated damage is 
$300. 
4:22 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime during the night. 
an unknown subject broke 
off a driver's side mirror of a 
vehicle within the 700 block 
of Third St. The estimated 
damage is $200. 
9:45 P.M. 
Eric A. Meek. 40. of Toledo. 
was arrested on a failure 
to appear warrant from 
Perrysburg Township. He was 
lodged in the Wood County 
Justice Center. 
11:47 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
sometime between 10 p.m. 
and 11 p.m., an unknown per- 
son broke the back window 
of a vehicle within the 100 
block of E. Court St. The 
estimated damage is $300. 
11:57 P.M. 
Charles M. Florence. 23, of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
no operator's license within 
the 1200 block of N. Main 
St. Autumn Hope Herrig, 16. 
of Bowling Green, was cited 
for possession of marijuana. 
Hannah Joann Culley. 72. 
and Craig Lamar Gibson. 22. 
both of Bowling Green, were 
cited for open container 
FRI., OCT. 5 
1:47 A.M. 
James Darnell Nickson, 31. of 
Perrysburg. Ohio, was cited 
for open container within the 
100 block of N. Main St. 
2:22 A.M. 
Taylor Lloyd Keel. 21. of 
Defiance, Ohio, was arrested 
for disorderly conduct/ 
unable to care for self within 
the 700 block of Fifth St. 
He was lodged in the Wood 
County Justice Center. 
2:44 A.M. 
Kyle A. MacDonald. 24. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired. 
crossing marked lanes and 
failute to maintain reasonable 
control within the 300 block 
of E Wooster St. 
9:54 A.M. 
Miguel G. Lopez. 54. of 
Monmouth, III., was arrested 
for disorderly conduct/ 
unable to care for self 
within the 1600 block of E. 
Wooster St. He was lodged 
in the Wood County Justice 
Center 
9:51 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a pothole blew two tires of a 
vehicle within the 1200 block 
of N. Main St. The estimated 
damage is $800. 
10:03 P.M. 
Complainant reported that 
a pothole damaged two tires 
and rims of a vehicle within 
the 1200 block of N. Main 
St. The estimated damage 
is $600. 
SAT, OCT. 6 
12:51A.M. 
Brandyn R. Paullin, 19. of. 
Lima, Ohio, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired 
and no headlights at night 
within the 200 block of E. 
Court St. 
1:15 A.M. 
Cody Dominic Yonis. 19. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for prohibited acts within the 
300 block of N. Enterprise 
St. He allegedly had a New 
York ID 
1:19 A.M. 
Jacob D. Dickmann. 24. 
of West Unity. Ohio; and 
Corey Michael Gerken. 22. 
of Ridgeville Corners. Ohio, 
were cited for open con- 
tainer within the 200 block of 
N. Church St. 
2:07 A.M. 
Francisco Garnica. 59. of 
Bowling Green, was cited for 
operating a vehicle impaired 
and left of center near North 
Prospect and East Court 
streets. 
2:14 A.M. 
Bobby L Daniels. 26. of 
Cottontown, Tenn., was 
cited for open container in a 
motor vehicle within the 500 
block of Conneaut Ave. 
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ASHLEIGH R0THR0CK, |unior. rolls an ink roller over a relief pcin! Sunday mght 
in the Fine Arts Center. 
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From Page 1 
Waters said. 
"It needed to be re-eval- 
uated and re-planned." 
Waters said. 
By the time the older 
buildings were ready, 
school had started and 
the project had to be 
pushed back to the begin- 
ning of fall 2013. 
Systems will be updat- 
ed, exit doors will be 
alarmed and security 
cameras will be installed, 
forcing the use of single 
point entry in all resi- 
dence halls. 
With the futurechanges 
originally scheduled for 
this fall, Waters expected 
a lot of questions from 
students, especially from 
"I like being 
able to go in the 
door that 
leads right to my 
room." 
Alii Brown | Sophomore 
those who are returning 
to campus after not hav- 
ing the single point of 
entry policy. 
Dominic Serini, a 
freshman that currently 
lives in Centennial with 
the policy, said, "It's a 
necessary thing to have, 
but it's inconvenient." 
Sophomores Amber 
Dudley and Alii Brown, 
who live in Conklin and 
Founders    Hall,    agree 
with Serini about the 
policy. 
"I like being able 
to go in the door that 
leads right to my room," 
Brown said. 
"It's good to have other 
exits for safety reasons, 
if you're running late to 
class, to keep other exits 
from crowding and stuff 
like that," Dudley added. 
"But there are advantages 
to it like safely" 
While some students 
seem opposed to the new 
policy, mainly because 
of inconvenience, 
Residence Life is taking 
all student concerns into 
consideration. 
"Convenience is impor- 
tant," said Waters, "and 
we're trying to take 
everything into consider- 
ation for students." 
USG 
From Page 1 
Assembly meetings, Solis 
said no meeting was can- 
celed in order to host the 
professional development 
day. "We only have General 
Assembly meetings three 
out of the four Mondays a 
month," Solis said. 
If a month has five 
Mondays, there will only 
be four meetings that 
month, he said. 
"The professional devel- 
opment day fills what 
would have been a free 
day," Solis said. 
Ben Goldsberry, inter- 
nal affairs chair, said he 
thinks  the   professional 
"I'm really excited 
to see how much 
this benefits the 
senate." 
Ben Goldsberry | 
Internal affairs chair 
development day will be 
a great use of what would 
have otherwise been free 
time for USG members. 
Goldsberry will be lead- 
ing the etiquette session 
during which new mem- 
bers and veteran mem- 
bers will learn or re-learn 
simple concepts of senate 
etiquette, he said. 
Goldsberry    said    he 
thinks the professional 
development day will be a 
"check-up" to benefit sea- 
soned members of USG. 
"Sometimes, there may 
be senators who are slack- 
ing," he said. "This gives 
them an easy way to cor- 
rect themselves without 
being singled out and 
embarrassed." he said. 
Goldsberry said he is 
really looking forward 
to seeing how the pro- 
fessional development 
day goes. 
"It's really important 
to make sure we're still 
doing what we're doing," 
Goldsberry said. "I'm 
really excited to see how 
much this benefits the 
senate." 
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a tale of two halves 
Falcons defeat Akron 24-10 for first back-to-back wins since early this past season. 
By Ethan Eaftarwood 
Sports Editor 
The Falcons dominated the second half lo defeat Akron 24-10 Saturday for their 
500th win in school history. 
This is the first MAC win for the Falcons and their first back-to-back win since 
the start of their 2011 season. The Falcons now move to 3-3 with a 1-1 record in the 
MAC, as well as to a school record of 500-349-51 in 94 seasons. 
The entire first half seemed all Akron as they dominated the game with 280 yards 
of offense and 10 points, all while the Falcons had gained just 150 and struggled 
with consistency. 
"The problem was the defense we thought they were going to play wasn't the 
defense they played in the first half," said tight end Alex Bayer. 
As the second half started, the Falcons immediately found their offense as they 
drove 78 yards for Anthon Samuel 4-yard rushing touchdown. 
The defense held Akron to a 3-and-out the following drive and followed it 
up with a 26-yard field goal kicked by Stephan Stein to tie the game. This was 
Stein's first field goal of the season. He would later miss a 24-yard attempt in 
the fourth quarter. 
From there on it was all BG. The Falcons had 228 yards in the third quarter as 
Akron was held to jusl four. Akron would be held to just 36 in the entire second half. 
"If you notice, our defense is ranked kind of high too," Head Coach Dave Clawson 
said. "We challenged the defense against the number one offense in the conference 
with our number one defense. It was a matchup that we had lo win and I think our 
See FOOTBALL | Page 7 
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MATT SCHILZ. quarterback threw for 180 yards and two touchdowns, all in the second half of the Fakons victory. *LEX &*"*• <4* end. had two touchdowns and a career-best 94-yards and five receptions including one of 60 yards. 
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322           472 
280 36            316 
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you wish you would have done during fall break? 
"I should have 
leftBG." 
•MTTHEY THAMES 
Senior, 
Community Hearth 
GREG GRIMES 
Sophomore, 
Musical Theater 
MAN 
THAT REALLY 
BUFFERS MY 
VIDEO 
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS 
FALCON SCREECH 
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH? 
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO 
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD 
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWSCOM. 
I wish the University' would have realized this past weekend 
that not everyone goes home on breaks. I understand restrict- 
ing dining hours, but there are still people who want to eat. I 
was wandering from one end of campus to the other in search 
of food. Thank God, Carillon was open or else I was going to 
drop dead. 
-I'M STILL HERE 
To the girl at the club: saying you were taken was enough for 
me to back off, but apparently not enough for the next guy who 
you were gnnding with fa the next hour. I guess that promise 
ring don't mean a thing. 
- THAT AINT LADY LIKE 
Hey bro, I know I let you into my house one time during a party, 
but that doesn't mean you can come busting in whenever you 
hear people in my apartment. That's trespassing Next time, I'm 
going to deck your halls with a frying pan. 
- GET OUTTA MY HOUSE 
Here I am, trying to get pumped during my workout when I 
hear my neighbor's blasting a soft tune. I begin to sing along It's 
that damn graduation song by Vitamin C Instead of digging 
deep with the fitness instructor, I collapsed on the floor in crip- 
pling nostalga Turn down your slow jams so I can get jacked! 
-ASWEGOOOON 
To the prissy squirrels on campus: get over yourselves. I see 
you walking around, like you own the place. Correction. You're 
not hot stuff. You're not all that and a bag of chips. Next time I 
step to your face, don't run away. We'll settle this campus turf 
war like gangsters. 
-OVER IT 
Oh, so you just got out of a three-year relationship and you're 
so broken-hearted? Tell me again how you can get trashed 
and push your sexual morals with a complete stranger. You're 
damaging my faith in ever finding a girl that won't turn out to be 
terrible. Get it together. 
- PUT A LITTLE HEART INTO IT 
I swear, if one more person asks me to go vote early, I'm 
going to do something irrational! Something like... not vote. 
The constant barrage is enough to make me apathetic 
toward any election. 
-MAKE IT STOP 
1 should have 
slept more." 
"I should have 
spent more 
time with 
my family" 
'I wish I would 
have written 
more musk." 
k 
HANNAH SKOWRONEK 
Sophomore, 
Music Composition 
iVISITUSAT 
BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnewscom. 
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Don't ditch your 
unique personality 
while texting 
Just like any other student 
at the University, I am an 
avid texter. It's easy. It's 
efficient. It's convenient. 
However, it can also be 
incredibly impersonable. 
I find that people lose 
their personalities as 
soon as they pick up their 
phones and start mashing 
away. In order to portray 
yourself more accurately, 
try texting the way you 
tweet or the way you talk 
in conversations. Don't 
lose your grammatical 
mannerisms. 
I make a point to retain 
my personality while 
texting. I use the correct 
emoticons when I actu- 
ally smile, frown or am 
uneasy. Granted, I don't 
wink as much in person 
as I do while texting. If 
I did, one would think I 
had a problem. If 1 am 
being light-hearted, I will 
knock the "g" off the end 
of verbs and ask "What are 
you doin'" to seem more 
friendly. 
This is how I talk, why 
not put my voice into 
texting? 
There are certain peo- 
ple who message me and 
I expect short responses. 
There are also those peo- 
ple who I expect a little 
more out of. So, if I'm 
texting one of my long- 
winded friends and they 
fire back with a one word 
response, I know some- 
thing is wrong. 
It's easier to read a per- 
son's emotions if they 
display who they are via 
mobile communication. 
We all are familiar with 
the dreaded "K" response. 
When we get that in 
our inbox, we know we 
messed up somewhere 
down the line. It's direct. 
It's angry. It's gross and 
makes you feel bad. 
Now, being direct is 
great and gets the point 
across effectively, but we 
need to remember that we 
don't pay per letter with 
SMS messaging. Use more 
words to give your replies 
context and feeling. When 
our responses are short 
and abrupt, we can come 
off as rude, annoyed or 
standoffish. 
STEPHAN 
US needs new plan 
of survival this election 
This is what I hope to hear 
from a future Presidential 
candidate: "Good eve- 
ning. I'd like to talk with 
you tonight about our 
nation's financial situ- 
ation and to offer some 
possible solutions." 
"The cause of our prob- 
lems is simple: We have 
allowed ourselves to 
become beguiled by what 
I'll call Easy Living on 
Borrowed Money. 
"More and more, we 
tend to look to govern- 
ment to solve our prob- 
lems. We think that 
either these problems are 
too complicated for one 
person to understand, 
let alone fix, or we think 
we're somehow entitled to 
easy solutions." 
"So, maybe we should 
get back to basics. Let's 
start with one of the cen- 
tral ideas of our Republic: 
that our right to life, liber- 
ty and the pursuit of hap- 
piness comes from God 
and that government's 
primary purpose is to 
secure and promote these 
rights." 
"Notice  that  Jefferson 
wrote of the 'pursuit of 
happiness,' not of hap- 
piness itself. This means 
that we cannot, nor 
should not, look to gov- 
ernment for the necessi- 
ties of life. It's the indi- 
vidual's task to pursue 
these for him or her and 
for those for whom he or 
she is responsible." 
"Does this mean we 
should eliminate all the 
so-called 'entitlement' 
programs that govern- 
ment provides? No. Too 
many people, particu- 
larly the old and sick, 
are counting on these 
programs." 
"We have a basic moral 
duty to help those who, 
through no fault of their 
own, are less fortunate. 
The moral fiber of a nation 
is measured by how it 
cares for the weakest." 
"Let's look at the num- 
bers for a moment." 
"The latest estimate of 
Federal tax receipts totals 
$2.9 trillion. Of that, $959 
billion comes from Social 
Security and other payroll 
taxes, including Medicare. 
On the spending side, $3.8 
trillion is the total esti- 
mate, which includes $871 
billion in Social Security 
and $860 billion in 
Medicare and Medicaid. 
See SCHURRERI »5 
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Share your personal testimony, express your convictions 
PHIUIP MARTIN 
COLUMNIST 
Today, I won't waste my 
column bragging about my 
21st birthday this coming 
Sunday and why October is 
awesome. 
Instead, I will inform 
you of two more important 
things. 
First, I wanted to write 
about lingage 24, which 
my church will be partici- 
pating in on Wednesday. 
Engage 24 will be a period 
when college students will 
have the opportunity to 
share the Gospel of Jesus 
Chris) with at least one 
person on their campus. 
Sharing the Gospel can 
feel difficult at times, espe- 
cially if you're not a good 
speaker like me. It can feel 
strange if you're not com- 
fortable sharing it with a 
complete stranger. 
But Jesus has command- 
ed us to share the Gospel so 
that the ends of the earth 
can be informed. 
Everyone should have the 
opportunity of knowing the 
love of Christ. We would 
have to really hate our fel- 
low man if we never offered 
such a precious gift. 
Still not comfortable 
speaking with a stranger? A 
roommate or friend we care 
about may also need to be 
informed of the Gospel. 
Ultimately, it's God who 
changes a heart, chang- 
es a life. So, at the very 
least on this day we can 
"plant a seed" by sharing 
the Gospel with love and 
respect. 
Along with sharing the 
Gospel, believers sharing 
STEPHAN 
From Page 4 
1 was having a conversa- 
tion with my girlfriend's 
Chinese sister-in-law 
about folklore and cul- 
tural difference (because 
that's the type of stuff 1 
do on Friday nights) and 
she stated that Americans 
come off as very direct and 
almost unemotional when 
communicating. This may 
be effective in a profes- 
sional environment, but if 
1 am having a casual con- 
versation with a friend, 1 
want them to learn a bit 
about my personality, just 
as I want to learn about 
their personality. 
Sarcasm is very hard 
to read in texts, but if 
you know a person well 
enough, and they emote 
well via SMS messages, you 
can easily read into the 
hidden contexts behind 
their words. There's a big 
difference between "I'm 
excited for this trip with 
Greg." and "I'm ... sooo 
excited for this trip with 
Greg.:/" 
The addition of the extra 
vowels can shape the sen- 
tence into something com- 
pletely different. 
That being said, we real- 
SCHURRER 
From Page 4 
"As you can see, the 
expenditures of $860 bil- 
lion for Medicare and 
Medicaid and the $871 in 
Social Security add up to 
$1,731 trillion. The $959 
billion collected for these 
programs doesn't even 
come close. We're short by 
$772 billion, just for these 
programs." 
"We need to strengthen 
these programs to ensure 
their survival and viabil- 
ity. We need to put a 'fis- 
cal firewall' around Social 
Security, Medicare and 
Medicaid. The funds ear- 
marked for each of these 
programs must remain 
with them. The Board of 
Trustees for each program, 
under Congressional over- 
sight, must be free to raise 
taxes or modify benefits 
to insure their continued 
existence and self-suffi- 
ciency in the future." 
"For all other Federal 
programs, the total 
receipts are estimated at 
$1,941 trillion, while the 
outlays are $2,069 trillion. 
This leaves a shortfall of 
$128 billion. 
"So, we have two short- 
falls: $772 billion for Social 
Security, Medicare and 
Medicaid and $128 billion 
for all other Federal pro- 
grams." 
their own testimonies or 
"grace stories" on this 
day can impact a human 
soul. It's been said for 
awhile in my church now 
that it's "hard to argue a 
changed life." 
Therefore, 1 felt led to 
share my own testimo- 
ny, even though it's not 
spectacular. 
From 1998 to 2008,1 grew 
up going to church with my 
family. During that time 
span, 1 was saved. At the age 
of eight, I said the sinner's 
prayer (Romans 10:9-10;11- 
13) in my parent's presence 
after Sunday school. 
1 have four different cer- 
tificates of baptism. The 
water was too hot for me the 
first time and I guess by the 
fourth time I finally under- 
stood the meaning. 
I believed in God all the 
way through high school, 
but  I  felt   like  a  "luke- 
warm" Christian. 1 still 
believed, but my family 
stopped going to church; 
1 seldom read my named- 
engraved Bible and 1 never 
really prayed. 
AH of the sudden, I started 
feeling social pressure. 
All of my classmates 
started dating, but 1 
remained single. Everyone 
had friends and hung out 
outside of school, hut I 
was sort of cut off. 
Everyone was Republican; 
I just supported whoever I 
thought was most qualified. 
Everyone was an Ohio State 
fan; I hailed the Maize and 
Blue. Everyone was white. 
See a pattern? 
I still feel like a foreigner 
in my hometown today, but 
maybe that's a good thing. 
I got bullied for the color 
of my skin and the person 
I am. 
I heavily pursued girls I 
had a crush on. 1 wanted 
to be happy with some- 
one and experience love. 
I didn't even think about 
God's plan for me. I just 
tried anything 1 could to be 
happy and fit in with every- 
one else around me. 
1 felt left out; I forgot 
about someone else. 1 want- 
ed someone's love; I over- 
looked the greatest love. 
I didn't want to feel alone; 
1 forgot 1 was not alone. 1 
wanted people to confide 
in; I never gave someone 
greater a chance. 
As I said in my previ- 
ous column "Don't forget: 
You Are Special, Full of 
Purpose", Nov. 13 was a big 
day for me this past year. 
God plucked me out of a 
really sticky situation and 1 
felt reborn. 
I pray and read my Bible 
just about every day now. 
But,   doggone,  no   one 
said this life would be 
easy; it feels like I've let 
God down miserably many 
times this year. 
I really feel like God has 
tested my faith this year. My 
faith is supposedly one of 
my greatest spiritual gifts, 
yet I've also fell like it's my 
greatest weakness at times. 
I'm still learning how 
much God loves me and 
why I need him much more 
than my superficial long- 
ings now. 
I'm still relying on God so 
I can help others trying to 
overcome hurtful situations 
like I did fur six months. I'm 
still learning how to heal 
and truly forgive. 
Honestly, I'm still learn- 
ing how m trust (iod with 
all of my life. 
Respond to Phillip al 
thenewsQlbgnews.com 
ly should utilize a little 
extra time and proofread 
our messages. This may 
sound like a contradiction, 
but the addition of vowels 
is how we enunciate our 
words. The misspelling of 
words just makes us look 
foolish. When we speak, 
generally, we don't spew 
words out incorrectly. 
Take the time, reread your 
message for a second and 
don't just leave it up to 
auto correct. 
This holds especially 
true in emailing or, if you're 
comfortable enough, tex- 
ting a professor or any 
other professional. 
Nothing makes you lose 
brownie points faster then 
when you can't get there, 
their and they're down. 
Now, texting is cool and 
everything, but it can 
be very difficult to read 
people through their mes- 
sages or emails. Phone 
calls are a step in the right 
direction, but actual In- 
person conversation is the 
bee's knees. 
After all, you don't have 
to worry about emoticon- 
ing correctly if you're smil- 
ing in front of someone. 
Respond lo Stephan al 
thenews@bgnews.com 
"Don't misunderstand 
me. Some of these other 
programs may have value. 
But the question is not: 
'Do these programs have 
value?' Nor even Are these 
programs popular?*" 
"No, the key ques- 
tion simply is this: 'Can 
we afford it?' If we can't 
pay for it currently, we 
shouldn't fund it, no mat- 
ter how popular." 
"Now, there will be 
some who will accuse me 
of being heartless, of not 
being sensitive to the needs 
of others. But the job of the 
president is to be the chief 
executive of the nation, not 
just the chief benefactor of 
the people or the facilitator 
of easy living." 
"For too long our nation 
has lived on borrowed 
money. It's time we become 
financially self-sufficient. 
This will involve pain. We 
can either raise taxes, or 
eliminate programs or a 
combination of the two." 
"But it needs to be done. 
We should recall the words 
of Jefferson. 'It is incum- 
bent on every generation 
to pay its own debts as it 
goes.' I couldn't have said 
it better." 
"Thanks for your time 
and attention." 
"Goodnight." 
Respond to Phil al 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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Part-Time Package Handlers 
Various shifts to choose from: 
Preload: 4am - 8am 
Day Sort: 12pm - 4pm 
Twilight Sort: 5pm - 9pm 
Night Sort: 11pm - 3am 
Benefits for Permanent Part-Time 
Package Handlers include: 
• $8.50-$9.50/hr, with increases of 
$1.00 after 90 days & 50C at one year 
• Excellent Benefits 
(Medical/Dental/Vision/Life & 401K) 
• Paid Vacations 
• Weekends & Holidays Off 
• Weekly Paycheck 
Apply online at: 
www.upsjobs.com 
The UPS 
EARNAND 
LEARN 
Program 
Get as much as 
$15,000* in 
College 
Education 
Assistance! 
UPS is an 
equal opportunity 
employer. 
"Program guidelines apply. 
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FILE PHOTO 
RYAN CARPENTER, forward, controls the puck with plenty of space as he looks to set up a play for the Falcons in a game this past season 
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MARCUS PERRIER, defender fights an opposing player for possession in a game this season The Falcons gave up a late goal to tie Niagara 2-2 Saturday 
Hockey forced to tie against 
Niagara with late goal, 2-2 
By Ryan Satkonuk 
Senior Reporter 
A late defensive lapse ciist the 
BG hockey team, as it tied with 
Niagara, 2-2, in itsseason open- 
er Satuiday in Lewiston. N.Y. 
Niagara scored with 50 sec- 
onds remaining in the third 
period to tie the game on a 
goal from Chris 1/ichner, who 
found an open space by the 
BG net. He received a nice 
pass from Kevin Albers after 
he was able to hold the puck 
in at the blue line. 
"It's too bad that after bat- 
tling back to make it 2-1, we 
give up the goal late and 
allow them to tie it," said BG 
Assistant Coach Ty Eigner 
following the game. "But 
they played hard too... so it 
was a good change for us to 
get out and take 22 guys on 
the road and get a chance 
to know what being on the 
road is all about." 
Both team's goaltenders — 
Caxsen Chubak for Niagara 
and Andrew Hammond 
for BG — were busy during 
the game, with each team 
amassing 30-ptus shots. BG 
put 36 shots on Chubak, 
while Niagara got 30 shots on 
1 Iammond. 
Many of those scoring 
chances came from sloppy 
play on both sides. Both 
teams committed multiple 
turnovers that led to scor- 
ing chances the other way, 
and the teams combined 
to take 10 minor penalties 
in the game — seven of 
those by Niagara. 
"You could see early in the 
game that it was sloppy on 
both sides, like you'd expect a 
first game to be," Eigner said. 
"Everyone's energy is run- 
ning high, so the emotion and 
the effort is going to be great, 
but sometimes the execution 
leaves a little to be desired. 
But I think as the game went 
on our guys settled in." 
Niagara    got    on    the 
board first late in the sec- 
ond period, when Rocky 
Gruttadauria   hammered 
home a rebound off a point 
shot from Kevin Ryan. 
However, that lead lasted 
less than two minutes, as 
Cam Wojtala also capitalized 
on a rebound. 
Adam Berkle received a 
pass for Dajon Mingo and 
released a shot in the slot. 
The shot tied up Chubak and 
Wojtala was able to deposit 
the rebound. 
"It was just a scramble 
in front; a bunch of guys 
were whacking at it and it 
just ended up on my stick, 
so a little bit lucky I guess," 
Wojtala said. 
Bobby Shea put the Falcons 
ahead 2-1 late in the third, 
launching a one-timer in the 
slot from a pass from Dan 
DeSalvo. 
"There was a little scrum 
behind the net and I saw 
DeSalvo get the puck and 
he made a nice pass and I 
just shot the puck," Shea 
said. "At first I thought the 
goalie stopped it, but it snuck 
t hlDUgh and found the net." 
Four Falcons — Mingo, 
lose I )elgadillo, Ben Murphy 
and Mark Cooper — saw 
their first college action in the 
game, while DeSalvo played 
his first game at center for BG. 
Hammond picked up right 
where he left off at the end 
of last season, stopping 28 of 
30 shots. Despite the tic, the 
Falcons were looking at the 
things they could improve on. 
"We just have to make bet- 
ti'r plays with the puck," Shea 
said. "There's a lot of plays we 
could've made, like at the end 
of the game (before Niagara's 
second goal], you got to get 
that puck out of the /.one. 
"It's just little things like 
that. It's the first game, so 
everyone is a little rusty, but 
I think in the future that's 
going to come along." 
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FALCON SERVER, ,umps as she serves the ball as the bench players look on. 
Volleyball rolls over 
Western Michigan 
Falcons defeat preseason MAC 
favorite in a determined, five-set contest 
By Max Householder 
Reporter 
The Falcon Volleyball 
team shows determina- 
tion as they battled back in 
the fifth, set to defeat the 
MAC West leading Western 
Michigan Broncos. The 
Broncos led 7-3 to open up 
the fifth hut the Falcons 
used a 12-4 run to win the 
set 15-11 and the match, 
BG snapped a four- 
match losing streak to 
Western Michigan by 
winning 25-18, 21-25, 
25-15, 19-25, IS 11 
Western Michigan came 
into the match as one of 
the best defensive teams, 
as they led the confer- 
ence in digs. However, 
BG used a balanced 
offensive attack to win 
the match. 
The Falcons hit the 
lights out of the Stroh 
Center as they had 70 
kills total and hit .257 for 
the match with 2-1 attack 
errors. They took it to the 
Broncos with four play- 
ers having at least 10 
kills, including Lindsay 
Buttcrfield and Paige 
Penrod who had 17 and 
21 kills respectively. 
This is just the second 
time all year that the 
Falcons have had a match 
go to five sets and it was 
the first victory as they 
won it in five. The other 
match they played that 
went to five was against 
VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
Utah back on Sept. 8. 
On the weekend as a 
whole, BG was 2-0 as they 
imptoved to BO in the 
MAC. Back on Thursday 
night, they swept Miami 
University 25-18, 25-18, 
25-17. That game was a 
bit of a breather for the 
Falcons as Miami was the 
worst team in the MAC at 
5-12 overall. 
BG had two players 
with at least ten kills as 
juniors Danielle Tonyan 
and Paige Penrod had 
14 and 12 kills respec- 
tively BG's defense was 
superb as well, hold- 
ing Miami to just a .078 
kill's percentage and 
no players with double 
digit kills. 
After both wins BG is 
10-7 on the year and has a 
commanding lead in the 
MAC at 6-0. 
The Falcons will take 
a break from confer- 
ence play for its next 
game as they are home 
again to take on Oakland 
University. The Grizzlies 
are 11-8 overall and 
have record of 6-3 in the 
Summit League. 
It will be a quick turn- 
around for the Falcons 
as the game will be 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. With 
a win against Oakland 
the Falcons would win 
its 7th game in a row and 
put a MAC title well in 
their reach. 
• Non-smoking 
Buildings Available • 
•1+2BR 
Apartments Available * 
* Semester Leases * 
• Minutes from BGSU * 
* Pet Friendly Community * 
* Utilities Included * 
* Resonably Priced » 
CALL FOR SPECIALS! 
Located at: 
300 Napoleon Road 
n Bowling Green IsT 
1-800-BARTEND 
Bartending CIs 
40hrs/flexible send 
Clazel Theater 9/17 ■ 9/28 6p-10p 
or Ottawa Tavern 
Saturdays only 9a-5p 
Job Placement asst. 
i    toledobarteudingschooi.com 
' 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row,column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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STEVENECHARD 
MICHAEL WIEST. keeper, catihes a cross by an opposing player in a game earlier this season. The Falcons won Friday night against Western Michigan. 2-1. 
Men's soccer scores late to win 2-1 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRI2ESU00KU 
By Alex Krampasky 
Reporter 
The Falcons were in action 
during the long weekend 
and were successful with 
a win against the Broncos 
of Western Michigan 
University. 2-1. 
Sophomore Danny 
Baraldi scored the first of 
two Falcon goals in the 
tenth minute, but Western 
Michigan's Jason Grant 
answered a minute later 
with a goal to tie the game. 
The second goal was 
from junior Anthony Grant 
in the 75th minute and was 
assisted by senior Zach 
Lemke and sophomore 
Danny Baraldi. This would 
be the final score of the 
game and gave Bowling 
Green the win. 
Rainy conditions did 
not stop CJrant from put- 
ting the Falcons on top on 
Saturday. 
"You do not always have 
perfect conditions for soc- 
cer," Grant said. "1 have the 
mentality that whether it is 
perfect or not, 1 always do 
my best." 
Head Coach Eric Nichols 
was pleased with the 
Falcons performance. 
"It was a good game. 
They got a lot of chances 
and we got ours as well," 
Nichols said. "It was a well 
needed win because MAC 
games are always needed." 
This was Bowling 
Green's first win against a 
Mid-American Conference 
foe this season. Previous 
losses were against nation- 
ally ranked Akron and 
I larlwick College. They are 
now 1-2 in conference play. 
FOOTBALL 
From Page 3 
guys responded." 
Akron, who averages 
38.6 points a game and 
497.4 yards of offense, were 
held to just the 10 points 
and 316 yards. During the 
fourth quarter, not a single 
play was run on the BG 
side of the field. 
Defensive end Chris 
lones added another sack 
to his season as he now 
has 6.5. This sack extend- 
ed his streak to five 
straight games recording 
one.   The Falcons would 
add three more sacks on 
the day for a total of four. 
Defensive back Cam 
Truss would add a team 
and career high 10 tack- 
les against the Zips. 
The running game 
was a huge factor in the 
Falcons victory. Samuel 
had 117 yards of just 15 
carries including runs of 
27 and 20 to start off the 
third quarter. He would 
later leave the game 
with a foot sprain that 
Clawson refused to com- 
ment on after the game, 
lohn Pettigrew and Jamel 
Martin would step in 
and earn 81 yards and 79 
yards respectively. 
Quarterback Matt 
Schilz and Bayer would 
add to the offense as 
well. Schilz threw for 180 
yards, two touchdowns 
and a first-half intercep- 
tion. Bayer would have 
two touchdown recep- 
tions of his own with a 
career-best 94 yards off 
five catches. Mis touch- 
down of 60-yards would 
be a career-high as well. 
This win will leave BG 
right in the middle of the 
MAC East in fourth place. 
The Falcons will be home 
Saturday against the 3-3 
Miami Kedhawks. 
WANTED: BG News Sports Reporters 
Do you like sports? 
Do you like to write about it? 
Contact eeaster@falcon.bgsu.edu 
Early Voting Starts 
Tuesday Oct. 2! 
Mon.- Fri. 8am- 5pm    Wood County Courthouse 
Wicks 
OHIO HOUSE 
Free rides to the polls from The Union Oval! 
Check online for more information. 
votewicks.com    Facebook.com/voteMricks    (3>Wicks40hioHouse 
The Falcons will be tak- 
ing a quick break from 
MAC play and travel to 
Columbus to take on the 
Ohio State Buckeyes on 
Wednesday. 
Ohio State (4-7-1) is win- 
less in Big Ten Conference 
matches and has defeated 
Davidson. San Diego State, 
DePaul and Butler. They 
are 3-3-1 in matches in 
Columbus. 
The Falcons will be back 
at Cochrane Field on Friday 
to take on MAC. member 
Buffalo at 7 p.m. 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Woman's golf 
continues success 
The Falcons woman's golf team 
will continue their hot streak as 
they will travel to Indianapolis. 
Ind. to compete in the Butler 
Invitational 
BG has already finished second 
in the Redbird Invitational. 13th 
in the Mary Fossum Invitational 
and won the Cleveland State 
Invitational. The Falcons are 
averaging 312.5 strokes as a team 
which is six fewer than the school 
record of 318.57 which was estab- 
lished this past season. 
The Butler Tournament will 
start on Monday October 8th and 
conclude on the 9th. The Falcons 
will face Bradley. Butler. Cleveland 
State. Eastern Illinois. Evansville. 
Green Bay. Indiana State. IUPUI, 
Loyola-Chicago and Valparaiso. 
www. bgnews. com 
Early or Late, 
Happy Hour is On 
Mon-Thurs 3-6pm and 9pm to close 
r-*5ft 
$4.99 
Burger Bites (2) & fries 
Southwestern Eggrolls 
Hot Spinach & Artichoke Dip 
Boneless Buffalo Wings <lO) 
Classic Nachos (8) with 
f euita beef or smoked chicken 
$2.99 
Skillet Oueso 
Crispy Onion String 
& Jalapeno Stack 
Half Order of 
Texas Cheese Fries 
Boneless Buffalo Wings (5) 
Fried Cheese 
Sweet Potato Parmesan Fries 
Jumbo Soft Pretzels 
©TEST Drink Specials 
MONDAYS 
$2.99 lO oz. 
Gold Margaritas 
WEDNESDAYS 
$2 Domestic Bottles 
$3 Premium Bottles 
TUESDAYS 
$3 23 OZ. 
Domestic Drafts 
$4 23 oz. 
Premium Drafts 
THURSDAYS 
A Gold or Presidente 
Margaritas 
■ valid at participating locations only. VOW Oine-m only. Must Be at Haet 21 ywm        Drink RMuomiMy    __ 
ol age to consume alcohol. Alcohol special* valid until 9 pm only *— CMvt RaipoaslkaT1 
Join Chili's Email Club a 
Receive FREE Chips & Queso and Exclusive Offers 
www.chilis.com 
chilis Rossford • 9886 0ldeUS20 • 419-873-0696 Holland • 6505 Centers Drive • 419-866-8781 Toledo • 4801 Talmadge Road • 419-472-7688 
— 
i 
8tdonday. October8.201; WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
HEALTHY 
From Page 1 
as is on Ihe stove. 
"We have a lot of reg- 
ulars who are trying to 
lose weight. We cater to 
everyone," said Stoner. 
"We have some employees 
who are vegetarians and 
vegans." 
Pita Pit's website also 
provides a nutritional 
guide where users can vir- 
tually build their own pita 
and see each ingredients' 
nutritional value. The sal- 
ads provide a great alter- 
native to the pitas. Their 
variety of vegetables and 
dressings give customers 
many options that show 
no more than 350 calo- 
ries in a salad bowl loaded 
with vegetables. 
Those who are health 
conscience might want 
to skip on the meat and 
breakfast pitas because 
they rack up 910-2320 mg 
of sodium. 
Easy Street Cafe offers 
alternatives to their menus 
that most places wouldn't 
expect. The restaurant 
offers bison and elk as a 
substitute to beef, accord- 
ing to its menu. Easy 
Street's bison meat is also 
low fat, low cholesterol 
and farm raised. Kristen 
Kryling, an Easy Street 
employee, said all of the 
restaurant's food is made 
in zero trans fat oil. 
"Our most popu- 
lar option is definitely 
the veggie wraps," said 
Kryling. 
A healthy option to Easy 
Street's salad menu would 
be to skip on the cheeses, 
ham, pepperoni, bacon 
bits and to get dressing on 
the side. The best salad 
substitute  might  be  the 
DINNER 
SPECIALS 
MONDAY 
Fried Chicken 8.99 
TUESDAY 
Baby back Ribs 11.99 
WEDNESDAY 
Strip Steak 13.99 
THURSDAY 
Prime Rib 14.99 
YOUR BIRTHDAY, 
OinnersOOll^ 
""163 S. Main 
BOWLING GREEN 
4i9.»53-"77 
www.sambs.com 
C^msiAig 
Piirch Adv Tin e dnemark.com 
800-326-3264 . E>p 143?« 
WOODLAND MALL CINEMA 5 
Woodland Mali • N Mam Stwl 
M0 MB www tn» un • m w rwuMryw 
(QUIGi rHUftSOtf 
RESTAURANTS 
WEBSITES 
All of these restaurants have 
specials, prices and operat- 
ing hours on their websites. 
Jimmy John's and Pita Pit also 
provide nutritional guides on 
their website. 
■ JimmyJohni: http://www. 
jimmyjohns.com/menu/ 
nutrition.aspx 
■ Pit* Pit: http://www.pita- 
pitusa.com/build_a_pita. 
php 
■ Easy Street Cafe: Imp// 
www.easystreetcafe.net 
■ Happy Badgar: http:// 
www.happybadger.com 
fruit plate with the cus- 
tomer's choice of either 
cottage cheese, frozen 
yogurt or sherbet. 
The Happy Badger 
Cafe uses all organic and 
locally grown ingredients 
when making their food. 
The pamphlet menu pro- 
vides a list on the back of 
the organizations, farms, 
stores and restaurants that 
the cafe orders their ingre- 
dients from. 
"Calder Dairy Milk is 
really popular. We sell 
half gallons and quarts 
of really quality milk 
straight from a local 
Michigan dairy. It comes 
in glass bottles and tastes 
like actual milk," said co- 
owner Sarah Cohen. 
Happy Badger Cafe 
offers tofu as an alterna- 
tive to meat as well as pro- 
viding vegan products for 
sale located in the fridge at 
the front of the store. 
"We think of ourselves 
as more than helpful to 
the person looking to back 
away from processed and 
chemically made prod- 
ucts," said Cohen. 
October Special 
UP TO $60 OFF 
aW      RENT KRjBNTH 
r»w w; FW»I t 
The Daily Crossword Fix  DA TOR 
brought to you by 
. tul.-r   nirtl 
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City Events 
Vole Kelly Wicks lor Ohio House! 
Community Leadership Experi- 
ence, early vote starts October 2! 
Help Wanted 
Bartending, up to S300/day. 
No exp. needed, training avail. 
call 800-965 6520x174. 
FALL 2012 EXPO 
Job & Internship Fair -140+ 
employers attending to recruit 
Wed  10/10 -10am-3pm, 
Perry Field House 
IMMEDIATELY seeking those 
who possess ENERGY. 
SELF-CONFIDENCE, and 
CHEERFULNESS to work 
Tues & Thurs. 8am-2pm shift in a 
residential cleaning business. 
S8/hr Contact MightyMouseMaid 
rep Henne at 419-315-6587 
Waitresses and bartenders 
needed at Doc's Restaurant. 
Apply in person at 18625 Main St. 
Tontogany.OH 419-823-4081 
For Rent 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
" I enjoy the 
competitive 
parking on 
campus." 
No parking spots? 
Let us drive you. 
> FREE Resident Shuttle    > 24 Hr Maintenance 
> FREE High Speed Internet       > 2 Laundromats 
> FREE Basic Cable 
> FREE Water*Trash 
> FREE Resident Shuttle 
> Air Conditioning 
> Swimming Pool 
> 1&2 Bedroom Apts 
Depose 
Special 
WINTHROP 
TERRACE 
      APARTMENTS       — 
400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135 
www.winthropterrace.com 
NO APPOINTMENT  NECESSARY 
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"Starting to rent houses 13-14Sy, 
avail now 1-4BR house $!99/mo, 
CartyRentals.com 
419-353-0325 
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. $400/mo + 
elec w/$400 security dep. no pets, 
non-smoking Call 419-392-3356. 
Summit   li'M.n ■    ■''. .■■ tri    ; : . 
1BR apt avail tor immediate 
occupancy1 Call 419-806-4855 
1BR luxury loft, quiet, great tor 
grad students! All utils included 
Call 419-261-5017 
2BR 2 bth country apt w/ garage. 
grad students/protessionals prel. 
No pels, call 419-409-0023 
3BR house lor rent, 
near campus. Fall 2012. 
Call 419-352-5882. 
Furn rooms, Ireedom ol house, 
TV, W/D. clean & quiet. $275/mo 
w/ $100 dep Call 419-354-6117 
Seeking subleaser for 1BR apt, 
$400/mo * elec. A/C & W/D incl. 
Call Greg at 419-438-3313 
ACROSS 
1 Powder tor Junior 
5 Cyber7ines 
10 Sudden show ot energy 
14 Ho-hum 
15 Prepare tor a road trip 
16 Barbra's 'Funny Girl" co-star 
17 Crisp cylindrical appetizer 
19 Iditarod destination 
20 Brazil discoverer Cabral 
21 Season to be jolly 
22 At liberty 
23 Founding lather? 
25 Superlatively spooky 
27 Tango necessity 
31 Collegiate climber 
32 Fury 
33 Country with a five-sided (lag 
37 Stnve 
38 Jaunt that might get straw in 
your hair 
41 Samuel Adams Summer __ 
1 1/2 lot 
2 Mont Blanc, par example 
3 Pie baker's shortening 
4 Sarkozy's predecessor 
5 Food in a shell 
6 Echoic nursery rhyme 
opening 
7 Not worth _: valueless 
8 Esophagus 
9 It might be vented 
10 Homecoming 
tradition , 
11 Love, in Lrvorno 
12 Proper nouns , 
13 Welcome " 
18 Junction point „ 
24 Samoa's largest city      ? 
26 Philosopher Descartes *9 
27 Greasy spoon 
28 Nike rival 3y 
29 Russian refusal 
30 Summer tube fare ?I 
34 Paw bottoms 
~H 35 Soothing succulent 
36 Shakespearean 
father of three 
38 Leader 
39 Occurrence 
40 Hollywood's 
Laura or Bruce 
53 
57 
59 
42 Words on a fictional cake 
44 Article in Le Monde? 
45 1988 Ryan/Ouaid remake 
46 Pleasure craft 
51 Collapsed 
54 Not domestic, 
as a flight: Abbr. 
55 Available, as a job 
56 Give _: okay 
58 Keebler staff 
62 Suds, so to speak 
63 State of excitement 
(generated by the starts of 
17-, 27-, 38- and 46-Across?) 
65 Auctioned auto 
66 Prepare for more printing 
67 Radar's favorite pop 
68 Vaulted recess 
69 Supplement 
70 Privy to 
Bad boy of 
1970s-'80s tennis 
1960s African 
lamine site 
Lacking 
Sch. near the 
Rio Grande 
■Fighting" Big 
Ten team 
Lethal snake 
"Not     out of you!*: 
"Shh!" 
Senate tie breakers. 
briefly 
■Metamorphoses" 
poet 
Former Formula One 
car engine 
Reverberate 
Commonly bruised 
bone 
"Citizen Kane" studio 
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* simiNii diHlne ' @w ww.dacor.net 
or call 419.352.3568 
51B West Wonsicr Bawling Green 
For Rent For Rent Special Notices 
1 room studio, shared bath, 
co-ed only, furnished. 
Avail NOW! $275/mo * elec. 
Call 419-601-3225. 
Unique 1 BR S ?BR apis In 
Victorian house, off-st parking. 
D/W, partial turn. $475 8 700/mo 
427 N. Main, call 386-405-3318. 
Vote Kelly Wicks lor Ohio House! 
Early Voting has Slarted! 
Vote Wicks Today! 
BOWLING     li  R  t(. N     STATE     UNIVERSITY 
w;    ■ Registration 
Start Dates: 
October 15 
October 15 
October 16 
October 18 
November 5 
November 7 
November 9 
Graduate Students 
Non-Degree Graduate Students 
Seniors 
Juniors 
Sophomores 
Freshmen 
Guest Students 
Go to: 
my.bgsu.edu 
1. SELECT > student center 
2. SELECT > enroll 
3.SELECT > add 
You can acce^A everything that you 
need, including tutoriaU, via the 
"Student Center" at the MyBCSUportal. 
tionsi 
Call the Registration 
419-372-4444 
8 a.rn.to5 p.m, 
Monday-Friday 
BGSU 
Office of Registration and Records        110 Administration Bldcj. 
